
Written Calculation Policy: Subtraction 

Year 2 
Subtract numbers using concrete objects, pictorial 
representations, and mentally, including: 

• a two-digit number and ones 

• a two-digit number and tens 

• two two-digit numbers 
 
* Use a number line to count back 
Begin with a marked number line, progressing onto 
an empty number line.  
Count back in steps of one. 
Count back in larger steps bridging multiples of 10. 

 
 
Count back in jumps of 10s and 1s, moving onto 
counting back in jumps of multiples of tens and 
ones. 

 
 

 
* Use an empty number line to count up 
Find the difference between 2 numbers on a 
number line where the numbers are close 
together. 
 

Year 3 
Subtract numbers with up to three digits, using 
formal written methods of columnar subtraction. 
 
* Consolidate using an empty number line to 
count back from a 2 digit number by partitioning 
the number being taken away into its tens and 
ones. 

 
* Use an empty number line to count back from a 
3 digit number by partitioning the number being 
taken away into its hundreds, tens and ones. 
 
*Develop use of partitioning without needing to 
draw a number line.  
74 - 27 = 74 – 20 – 7 = 54 – 7 = 47 
 
*Use counting up as an informal written strategy 
for subtracting pairs of two-digit numbers and 
pairs of three-digit numbers, supported with a 
blank number line.  
e.g. 
72 – 47 is  
       +3             +10             +10     +2        = 25 
 
     47    50              60               70  2 
 
423 – 357  is 
          +3             +40             +23     = 66 
 
357      360                   400         423 

 

 
*Use an expanded layout to calculate TO-TO then 
HTO - HTO 
Start with numbers where no adjustment is 
needed. 
 
89 - 57 =     80    +    9                        
                  -    50    +    7           
                       30    +    2   =  32 
 

 

          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   

    

Points to note: 
Children need to line up the digits in the columns 
correctly. 
The - symbol should be on the left hand side.  
When children need to adjust numbers, the existing digit 
should be crossed out and its new value written above. 

 



Written Calculation Policy: Subtraction 

Year 4 
Subtract numbers with up to four digits, using 
formal written methods of columnar subtraction. 
 
*Use an expanded layout to calculate HTO – HTO, 
then ThHTO-ThHTO 
Start with numbers where no adjustment is 
needed. 
Introduce numbers where adjustment is needed 
from the hundreds to the tens. 
Begin to introduce examples which require 
adjustment from hundreds to tens and from tens 
to units. 
 
e.g. 563 – 271  
Expanded method: 

        
 
*Develop use of expanded layout to use a 
compact column method. Extend to four digit 
numbers.                    
 
563 − 271, adjustment from the hundreds to the 
tens 
Expanded method: 

            
 
 
 
 

Year 5 
Subtract numbers with more than four digits, using 
formal written methods of columnar subtraction. 
 

*Consolidate using a compact method for 
subtraction with up to 4 digits. 
Extend to numbers with more than four digits. 
 
Introduce dealing with zeros when adjusting. 
503 - 278 

    
                       90                                    9 

        400       100      13                   4  10 13 
    500 +  0   + 3           5 0 3 
-  200 + 70  + 8         - 2 7 8 
    200 + 20  + 5           2 2 5 
 
*Subtract numbers with different numbers of 
digits  
e.g. Find the difference between 764 and 5821 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 6: 
*Continue to develop efficient standard method 
which can be applied generally. 
 
 
 
 

Leading to: 

Points to note: 
Children need to line up the digits in the columns 
correctly. 
The - symbol should be on the left hand side.  
When children need to adjust numbers, the existing digit 
should be crossed out and its new value written above. 

 

= 292 


